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Attract
Obfervationi of a vacuum ipark discharge plasma when driven by a 1.5 Q,
120 ns twitched coaxial line at 60 kV open circuit voltage. A comparison of
behaviour is made when a Nd: YAG laser over a range of energies is fbcuased
either onto the anode or onto the cathode surface. Asignificantly different
behaviour is seen if the line gap is shorted out allowing the sinusoidal voltage
from the Marx to be applied to the electrodes. Hot spot formation with
associated anode plasma are seen in this last case.
1.-1
The vacuum apark has become a popular and fruitful subject of experimental and
cal research inthe last two decades. The dynamic behavior has been tressed withi
success by the theorists1, but observational techniques still have much ground to pin.
Extensive reviews are available*.1. The great majority of results have bean obtained in low
inductance capacitor bank circuits but veryfewresults have been published4
low impedance switched coaxial line as a driver. Although peak currents for
voltage used will be lower whan using a line, it has the advantage thatforthe tiaae scale of
the current dips (s 50 ns) Z can be aigaificaatly lower t i n the impedance associated with
the LI product of a low inductance apark. In this paper we present preliminary naaHa for
the vacuum spark discharge when driven from a 1.5 0 line at a fairly low voltage. These
results are also compared with the results obtained with the line gap shorted-out assi
2.-J
A 400 kV, 25 rf Marx gaunter ia coupled to a water dielectrk coaxial liiie with a double
traamt time d 120 as sad mftim™ of 1.5 Q. A setf-fcreakdowt gap is placed at 3/4 rf
the way to the chamber. Mia—ed current rise tiaaai are 15 aa fbrmng a will i astioakd
aoisfe ndse Ti^t vacuum sasrk dischsnai is fensed in the tvnicsl flsossstrv of at cssies!
•node and a plane cathode. Figure 1 shows the two acheaaea used to trijpr the disrhsigt
usmga30uNd.YAGlastrai«nera>«iofl8,90aiidl80mJ. In the first SCBMM (a) the
laser litjit passes throusji a 3 mm diameter cathode aperture and is foiaaaid onaa the
copper anode. TTie second acheme (b) paaaai the later light through a hollow coakal anode
and focuaaaa the later light onto a slightly receand central cathode region which is 3 naa
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wide by two 2 mm deep. Hie
diagnostics used were an X-ray
pin-hole camera, filtered with 3
pnAland5/anMylar. Temporal
resolution of the X-fays was
observed with a. PIN diode sensitive between 8 and 40 keV. An
aluminium cathode XRD filtered
with 5 jin Mylar detects toft
l: difinat "tarn ued te luer
X-rays at 200 eV and between 600
g r-ode, k: citkode.
to 2000 eV. Both t h s * detector.
see side-on emission. The operating voltage of the line was 60 kV. When the fine gap is
shorted out a sinusoidal voltage with a quarter period of 450 ns is obtained. However dot
to the characteristics of the line, during changes in the load which are shorter than 120 ns
the driver will be resistive and not inductive.
3.— Exper'WTt^al Results
a) tilft Qy OpT^^g with direct anode illumination (Fig. l-e>) no X-ray
observed unless the laser preceeds the applied voltage by more than (At) 210 ns, even
though a apreciable current of order 40 kA flows in the discharge. X-ray esaission is a
nmrimnm for At between 450 and 800 ns for all laser energies. The enaesion of hard
X-rays is very similar at 90 and 180 mJ laser energies but is approximately 1/3 aft 18 ml.
Under no conditions are soft X-rays seen. Strong signals are seen from the PW diode for
mawimim discharge current between 20 and 33 kA. The onset of X-ray i
fied with the reduction of I
from
' <• .. , !
its large positive initial value at
jn A
'
"
the begiiring of conduction. For
TT;
illumination at 180 mJ the X-ray
poke takes essentially the same
form as the current. At lower
iiliiMMtinn the X-ray emission
P^ffiM* « cawat a: HsT amis. Tavei
accurs as a narrow pulse for At <
• MOas/B*.
400 ns, at later times, the pulse follows the current. X-rays pea holt photaf
strong mission from the anode electrode surbce. Figisre 2 shswa typical
X-tmyt traces for At = 685 m In the case of direct cathode il—••linii {fig. 1-b), wt
find the same general temporal relation for X-rays and current. Hie 'tiffniunt are: even
for a 110 mJ ilhunination a mairimmn current of only 22 kA is ohssrved with a
corespondmgiy lower X—ray emission, the f i n diode ssfsal 1MB more stnctsjre
(nraKipeaked form) and the overall pube width is narrower. The I vafee is aatatiy lower
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than for direct anode illumination. Figure 3 shows a composite resume of the X-ray signal
amplitude and the current at 180 mJ illumination for both schemes,
b) Lice Gap Shorted-Out: this scheme was tried for direct hollow cathode illumination
only. It was found necessary to use 180 mJ illumination for a fast breakdown and for
X-ray
production.
With a slow
• • •
40
sinusoidal
voltage
applied the
laser pulse
40
20
comes
at
different
20
times and
therefore
different
10
t.iO'ns
anode-catho
de voltages.
It was found
that
the
3: conporite icnae of
SMI cravat a* 180 ml.
1-*
A
«
1
,
4
P
I
N
diode
!-*>:•«
I
time delay
of 170 * 20
ns from laser pulse to electrical breakdown is independent for an applied voltage above 8
kV. An XRD signal begins with the laser pulse and ends at the start of appreciable
condiKtion(> 2 kA) awl at the start rf the main PIN diode signal. Hard X-ray
at low intensity begins shortly after the laser pulse but the main pulse is i
with a step on the rising cunent e4ge. Remarkably the value of the cunent at which the
step occurs is independent of the applied voltage and occurs at a current of 10 kA. After
the emission of hard X-rays starts
to fall the current increases to its
maximum value. Fig. 4 shows in
three successive shots three current
traces and the hard X-ray signal,
XRD and voltage behaviour.
- 1 . ».
^
Pin-hole photographs show a
I,»: PIN «Mk, c: XW), mi i: V.
string of somewhat
diffuse
hot-spots (d a 700 ftca) along the a m There is also evidence of an X-ray emitting plasma
projecting from the anode, as may be seen from Fig. 5.
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4 - Discussion
In contrast with the results from Zakharov4, who used a
similar driver, no evidence of plasma points, loose or
tight', have been found. The emission of X-rays is
from an electron-bsam-bombarded anode. However,
this is not surprising as the currents in this preliminary
X-iay pii-kcfe pkotognpk. experiment are well below the value normally taken as
necessary for the formation3 of hot-spots. It is unclear at present what is the mechanism
of beam current limiting and the I disrruptions. The different experimental results when a
sinusoidal voltage is applied is probably related to the formation of a plasma in the cathode
recess. The apparent independence of breakdown time and the first part of the current
pulse as well as soft X-ray emission all suggest hollow cathode or pseudospark* processes.
With this class of processes we would expect a far higher inter-electrode plasma density,
which should allow easier formation of hot-spot or their precursors.
5.- Conclusion
A number of interesting properties have been found in a low current vacuum discharge,
particularly in relation to the voltage wave-form applied to the elctrodes. The later power
is apreciable lower than used in other laser-initiated vacuum spark discharges4**, but the
main features observed by these authors are present. There is clear evidence of different
physical processes occurring when a slowly varying voltage is applied. Future experiments
at current discharges of 80 kA should prove conclusive.
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